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Small-angle neutron scattering data obtained from fully hydrated, multilamellar phospholipid bilayers with
deuterated acyl chains of different length are presented and analyzed within a paracrystalline theory and a
geometric model that permit the bilayer structure to be determined under conditions where the lamellar layers
are coupled and fluctuating. This theory provides structural information in the region of the solid-fluid bilayer
phase transition without invoking the usual decoupling of the scattering intensity function into form and
structure factors. Results are presented as a function of temperature for the lamellar repeat distance, the
hydrophobic bilayer thickness, as well as the thickness of the aqueous and polar head group region. In addition
to these geometric parameters the analysis permits determination of molecular cross-sectional area, number of
interlamellar water molecules, as well as estimates for response functions such as lateral area compressibility.
The results, which are compared to experimental data obtained by other techniques, provide indirect informa-
tion on interlamellar undulation forces, renormalization of bilayer bending rigidity, and unbinding phenomena
in multilamellar stacks. @S1063-651X~96!05605-X#
PACS number~s!: 87.64.Bx, 64.60.Fr
I. INTRODUCTION
The fluid-lipid bilayer component of cell membranes is an
ubiquitous structural element of living matter @1#. A struc-
tural characterization of this bilayer and a determination of
its physical properties are essential for providing a basis for
understanding structure-function relationships in biological
membranes @2#, e.g., regulation of protein and enzyme func-
tions by lipid structure and dynamics. Under most physi-
ological conditions the pseudo-two-dimensional lipid bilayer
is in a fluid ~liquid! state under excess water conditions and
it may exhibit substantial excursions into the third dimen-
sion. This implies a high degree of disorder. Still, the bilayer
integrity assures a well-defined structural profile in the direc-
tion normal to the bilayer surface. Pure lipid bilayers in
aqueous suspension are commonly used as models of bio-
logical membranes. To facilitate structural studies, the lipid
bilayers are usually studied in a multilamellar configuration
in which a large number of layers are arranged in a stack in
which adjacent bilayers are approximately parallel, with an
aqueous layer in between as illustrated in Fig. 1. For non-
charged phospholipids in water the assembly into a multila-
mellar stack with a well-defined and finite repeat distance is
a spontaneous process. To ensure maximal interlamellar co-
herence and effectively flat bilayers the system may be pre-
pared as an oriented sample using an assay with glass plates.
A large number of experimental techniques have been used
to determine the bilayer structural profile and the hydration
properties of model membranes, notably solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance techniques @1#, and x-ray and neutron
scattering @3–6#.
Lipid bilayers exhibit phase transitions @7, 8#, one of
which is the so-called main phase transition, which takes the
bilayer from a low-temperature solid ~gel! phase to a high-
temperature fluid ~liquid-crystalline! phase at a transition
temperature Tm whose value depends on the lipid material in
question. The transition implies major structural changes
within the bilayer. The fluid phase is a liquid ~the La phase!
with both translational disorder as well as a high degree of
lipid-acyl-chain disorder. The gel phase is a pseudo-two-
dimensional crystalline solid in which the lipid-acyl chains
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a multilamellar array of lipid
bilayers. Lamellar repeat distance is d , hydrophobic lipid bilayer
thickness is dL , and hydrophilic layer thickness is dA5dW12dH .
The coordinates indicated on the left hand side refer to the use in
Eqs. ~10! and ~11!.
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are conformationally highly ordered. This implies that, as the
bilayer is taken through the main transition, its thickness is
altered and there is a concomitant change in the bilayer area.
The relative change of membrane volume during the transi-
tion remains small compared to the relative thickness and
area changes @9, 10#. For the type of phospholipids that we
are concerned with in the present paper, di-acyl phosphati-
dylcholines DMPC and DPPC @11#, the gel phase immedi-
ately below Tm is a rippled (Pb8) phase. At a lower tempera-
ture there is yet another transition, the pretransition, that
transforms the ripple phase into a planar solid phase, Lb8.
We shall not be concerned with this transition in the present
paper.
The main transition in multilamellar bilayers of DMPC
and DPPC is a first-order phase transition which, however, is
close to a critical point @8, 12#. There is both experimental
@13# and theoretical @14# evidence that the bilayers with the
shorter chain length display stronger critical fluctuations.
The proximity to a critical point implies not only strong in-
plane bilayer density fluctuations but also out-of-plane undu-
lations due to an effective thermal renormalization of the
bilayer bending rigidity @15, 16#. These strong fluctuations
have significant implications for the analysis of the scattering
data in the transition region, since it means that the form and
structure factors of the scattering intensity function can not
be decoupled.
In the present work we study multilamellar systems of
DMPC and DPPC whose acyl chains are fully deuterated
~DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62) at excess water conditions. We
have studied nonoriented samples in order to be able to ex-
amine the case of an unconstrained system in which the in-
terlamellar forces, within a reasonable equilibration time
(;1/2 hour! and under strongly fluctuating conditions, can
fully manifest themselves and lead to thermodynamic swell-
ing equilibrium. The samples are prepared in D2O. This pro-
vides maximal contrast in scattering length density along the
bilayer profile, since the head groups have considerably
lower scattering length density than D2O and the deuterated
acyl chains. Furthermore, this procedure will ensure that the
incoherent scattering, which mainly stems from the large in-
coherent scattering cross section of the hydrogen atoms, is
minimized.
The substantial thermal fluctuations in the multilamellar
lipid stack taken together with a lack of true long-range order
in the stack imply that we are dealing with both thermal
disorder ~disorder of first kind!, i.e., disorder in which the
molecules oscillate around well defined positions, and lattice
disorder ~disorder of second kind!, where a uniform unit cell
is lacking @3, 17#. For analyzing the scattering data we have
used a version of one-dimensional paracrystalline theory @18#
together with a simple strip model in which each of the lay-
ers of the lamellar stack is subject to Gaussian fluctuations.
The general aim of the study is to obtain, from a single
experiment and with a minimal set of assumptions, structural
data for lipid bilayers together with certain physical proper-
ties, such as molecular cross-sectional area, number of inter-
lamellar water molecules, as well as estimates for response
functions such as lateral area compressibility. With the tem-
perature dependence of these structural and thermomechanic
properties available, in particular in the region of the main
phase transition, we are in the position to investigate and
discuss interesting physical phenomena, such as pseudocriti-
cal behavior, anomalous swelling, interlamellar undulation
forces, and critical unbinding transitions.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present
a general discussion of scattering from multilamellar lipid
bilayers and argue that for the present purpose the paracrys-
talline theory @18# is more suited to analyze the small-angle
neutron-scattering ~SANS! data than Caille´ theory @19#. The
particular version of paracrystalline theory used and the
model of the bilayer system invoked to parametrize the
theory are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV the sample prepa-
ration is described together with details of the SANS mea-
surements. General aspects of the data analysis are put for-
ward in Sec. V, and some results hereof are shown in Sec.
VI. A comparison with other relevant experimental data for
selected properties is given in Sec. VII. The paper is con-
cluded in Sec. VIII.
II. SCATTERING FROM MULTILAMELLAR LIPID
BILAYERS
The scattering intensity function I(q) from x-ray and neu-
tron scattering of soft, layered systems can in the Born ap-
proximation be interpreted in terms of a form factor f (q) and
a structure factor s(q). f (q) characterizes the scattering
length density b¯ in a repeat unit, since it is just the Fourier
amplitude of b¯, and s(q) describes the crystalline or quasi-
crystalline nature of the layered system. The relationship be-
tween I(q), s(q), and f (q) is given by
I~q !5^u f ~q !u2s~q !&. ~1!
Here ^ & denotes averaging over all fluctuations in the sys-
tem. The fluctuations of f (q) and s(q) can in most experi-
mental systems be considered as independent, which implies
that the form and structure factors can be decoupled accord-
ing to
I~q !5^u f ~q !u2&^s~q !&. ~2!
Furthermore, one often neglects the fluctuations of the form
factor and writes
I~q !5^u f ~q !u&2^s~q !&5uF~q !u2S~q !. ~3!
The last step can be justified in cases where one is probing
the q regions in the immediate vicinity of the Bragg peaks
only ~as is the case within Caille´ theory as described below!.
In those cases the fluctuations in the form factor are expected
to give rise only to diffuse background scattering @20#.
The structure factor of soft layered systems has previously
been described in terms of Caille´ theory @19#. Caille´ theory
accounts for the elastic deformations of the layer positions.
In the standard continuum formulation of Caille´ theory, the
free-energy density g is given by a harmonic expression
g5
K
2 S ]
2u
]x2
1
]2u
]y2 D
2
1
B
2 S ]u]z D
2
, ~4!
where u(x ,y ,z) is the local displacement of the layers along
the z direction normal to the layers @21#. K is the layer bend-
ing modulus and B is the bulk modulus of layer compres-
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sion. It was demonstrated by Caille´ that the contribution
from Eq. ~3! to the scattering intensity close to the nth order
Bragg peak in the z direction of oriented layers takes the
form @19#
S~0,0,qz!}S qz2n 2pd D
221hn
, ~5!
where
hn5
p
2d2
kBT
AKB
n2 ~6!
and d is the repeat distance. Taking the thickness d of the
layers into account, important finite-size corrections appear
@22, 23#:
hn ,d/d5hn~12d/d !2. ~7!
This general behavior was experimentally confirmed by Als-
Nielsen et al. @24# for smectic-A liquid crystalline systems
and by Safinya et al. @23# for the diluted limit of a micro-
emulsion La phase. The description of the structure factor of
soft, layered systems in terms of Caille´ theory has therefore
become an important tool for gaining information about the
elastic constants from the scattering profiles around the
Bragg positions @25#.
In the present work we have chosen not to use Caille´
theory to analyze and interpret the scattering data from the
lamellar phases of DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 close to the
main phase transitions. There are several reasons for this.
We do not expect that the simple decoupling of the form
and structure factors according to Eq. ~2! and ~3! is appro-
priate for bounded membranes close to the main phase tran-
sition, since significant changes in the structure of the mem-
branes ~e.g., bilayer thickness! and the intermembrane
distances take place concomitantly at comparable length
scales. Further, strong fluctuations are expected near the
main phase transition both in the membrane thickness and in
the interlamellar spacings. We have no reason to expect that
these fluctuations are uncoupled, which could justify the de-
coupling of the form and structure factors in the scattering
intensity function. Finally, we do not expect the simple har-
monic theory of the fluctuations in the positions of the lamel-
lae, which is the basis of Caille´ theory @19#, to be a good
starting point for the description of the structure of the sys-
tem close to the main phase transition. The strong in-plane
density fluctuations couple to the membrane mean curvature
and at distances that are large compared to the in-plane cor-
relation length this coupling gives rise to an effectively de-
creased bending modulus due to thermal roughening of the
membrane at shorter length scales @15#. A substantial reduc-
tion of the bending rigidity for both DMPC and DPPC in
unilamellar vesicles has been demonstrated recently experi-
mentally by flicker-noise analysis @26#. At length scales at
the order of nanometers the renormalization of the bending
modulus is, however, a more subtle problem, and the de-
scription of Eq. ~4! becomes insufficient in describing even
the low-energy fluctuations in the system. Yet another prob-
lem in interpreting scattering data on the basis of the har-
monic theory in Eq. ~4! arises as we approach the critical
unbinding point of membranes @27–29# where the elastic
modes in the system get strongly correlated and the interpre-
tation of the Bragg-peak profiles in terms of elastic moduli of
the layered system becomes obscure. In light of these con-
siderations, it does not seem within reach to put forward a
Hamiltonian theory that accurately describes the physics of
the layered lipid system close to the main phase transition.
Our modeling of the scattering intensity aims primarily at
getting accurate geometrical information about the layered
lipid bilayer system from the full scattering intensity up to
the third order Bragg peak, while we do not attempt to ad-
dress the question about the nature of the one-dimensional
crystallinity directly from, e.g., analyses of line-shape pro-
files as has been done on x-ray scattering data @30, 31#. The
geometrical information is obtained via a parametrization of
the theory in terms of a simple model. This model complies
with the demand that the coupling between the form and
structure factors is explicitly accounted for by statistically
describing the actual spatial extension of the lipid bilayers
and the aqueous layers in between.
The basis of the theory is the paracrystalline theory of
Hosemann and Baggchi @18#. It is a purely geometric one-
dimensional theory, which provides structural information on
the layered system from the entire scattering intensity func-
tion. By restricting ourselves to a one-dimensional model ~a
strip model!, the fluctuations in the system are accounted for
in an averaged way.
As argued above, we shall for theoretical reasons use the
paracrystalline theory rather than Caille´ theory to analyze
our experimental data. However, we have performed a par-
allel analysis @32# in terms of the Caille´ theory and found, as
expected, that whereas the paracrystalline theory is superior
in the Pb8 phase and in the transition region, the experimen-
tal data in the fluid phase are equally well described by the
two theories.
The actual way to adapt the paracrystalline theory to the
layered lipid bilayer system and how the theory is param-
etrized will be described in the next section.
III. MODEL AND PARACRYSTALLINE THEORY
In this section we will derive an expression for the expec-
tation value of the intensity function for scattering by a mul-
tilamellar array of fully hydrated lipid bilayers, using a ver-
sion of paracrystalline theory @18, 33# that is parametrized in
terms of a simple strip model, cf. Fig. 1. The theory enables
us to perform a fit to the experimental data and thereby to
obtain information about the structural amplitudes along the
bilayer profile. Once these are obtained we shall show that it
is straightforward to derive other properties, such as molecu-
lar cross-sectional area and volumetric properties as well as
the associated standard deviations, which can be related to
thermal response functions, such as lateral area compressibil-
ity.
Under the assumption that the radii of curvature of the
multilamellar vesicles are large compared to the thickness of
the individual bilayers, the system can be described as con-
sisting of stacks of N nearly flat bilayers. Within this descrip-
tion the scattering intensity function I(q) is given by
I~q !5
I1~q !
q2 5
^u f ~q !u2s1~q !&
q2 , ~8!
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where q22 is the Lorentz factor for nonoriented powder
samples @30# and I1(q) is the one-dimensional intensity
function calculated along the direction zW normal to the plane
of the lamellae ~i.e., qz!q); cf. Fig. 1. s1(q) is the corre-
sponding one-dimensional structure factor.
In order to parametrize the theory for I1(q) we apply a
simple geometric model in which each of the N repeat units
in a stack is taken to consist of four layers with different
scattering length densities; b¯H ~for the two head-group re-
gions!, b¯W ~for the water layer!, and b¯L ~for the hydrophobic
acyl-chain layer!, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The acyl chains are
fully deuterated. Since the scattering lengths for deuterium,
carbon, and oxygen are comparable in size and considerably
larger than that for hydrogen @34#, we have included the
acyl-oxy groups in the definition of the hydrophobic layer.
The thickness of the layers is assumed to fluctuate indepen-
dently according to Gaussian distributions with mean values
dH , dW , and dL , and corresponding standard deviations
sH , sW , and sL . According to the Babinet principle, the
neutron scattering length density of the solvent b¯W can be
chosen as a reference, implying that b¯H and b¯L are evaluated
relative to b¯W , i.e.,
b˜H5b¯H2b¯W , b˜L5b¯L2b¯W . ~9!
We are now in a position to derive an expression for
I1(q). The expression is in principle just an extension of the
one derived in Ref. @18# from two to four independently
varying layers. In terms of the form factor for the kth layer
~cf. Fig. 1!
f k~q !5E
repeat unit
b˜~z !e2iqzdz
5E
zk
zk1uk
b˜He2iqzdz1E
zk1uk
zk1xk
b˜Le2iqzdz
1E
zk1xk
zk1yk
b˜He2iqzdz
5
1
iq @b
˜
H~12e2iqyk!1~b˜L2b˜H!~e2iquk2e2iqxk!# ,
~10!
the total amplitude of the one-dimensional intensity function
is given by
I1~q !5K (j51
N
(
k51
N
f j~q ! f k*~q !e2iq~z j2zk!L
5K u f ~q !u2S N12 (
k51
N21
~N2k !e2iqzkD L
5^u f ~q !u2s1~q !&, ~11!
where we have used that the form factors for the individual
layers are statistically independent and the layer index k
therefore can be omitted. Some authors prefer at this point to
separate the scattering intensity function into an average
form factor and an average structure factor corresponding to
Eq. ~2! ~lattice model!, instead of performing the average on
the product ~stacking model! @35–37#. In light of the discus-
sion presented in Sec. II, it is important to emphasize that in
the present work we have not separated the form and struc-
ture factors in the averaging procedure but averaged the
product directly. In this sense our use of the term paracrys-
talline theory corresponds to that of the classical work of
Ref. @18# but is fundamentally different from the way the
term has been used recently, e.g., by Nagle and collaborators
@38# who use it in connection with the decoupling scheme
^u f (q)u2s1(q)&!^u f (q)u2&^s1(q)&!u^ f (q)&u2^s1(q)& as in
Eq. ~3!. This type of decoupling assumes that the fluctuations
in the bilayer thickness are negligible and there is only a
substantial fluctuation in the layer periodicity.
By introducing the Fourier transform of the Gaussian dis-
tribution functions
Fn~q !5e2iqdn2~1/2!q
2sn
2
, ~12!
with n5H ,L ,W ,D ~where dD5d) we obtain after some al-
gebra
I1~q !5
2Nb˜H
2
q2 F iB~q !1 1N iC~q !G ~13!
with
iB~q !5ReF ~12FW!~12FH2 FL!1~b˜r21 !2~12FL!~12FH2 FW!12FD G1ReF2~b
˜
r21 !FH~12FW!~12FL!
12FD
G , ~14!
iC~q !5ReFFW~12FDN !S ~12FH2 FL!1~b˜r21 !FH~12FL!12FD D
2G , ~15!
where
b˜r5
b˜L
b˜H
~16!
and
FD5FH
2 FLFW . ~17!
Re denotes the real value of the function. Since I(q)
}q22I1(q) we obtain
I~q !5
G
q4 F iB~q !1 1N iC~q !G , ~18!
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where G is a normalization constant. In the high-q limit we
get the asymptotic form
I`~q !5
G
q4 @11~b
˜
r21 !2# . ~19!
When b˜r and the distribution functions of the individual lay-
ers are known, we can calculate the molecular cross-
sectional area A since by definition
b˜H5
( i ,Hbi
dHA
, b¯L5
( i ,Lbi
dLA
. ~20!
In these expressions, the average scattering length density of
a given group of atoms is derived by summing up the indi-
vidual scattering lengths of the atoms involved and then di-
viding by the volume, which to first order is given as above
~i.e., we neglect higher order correlations!. By assuming a
temperature-independent water density, rD2O , b
¯
W can be cal-
culated from
b¯W5
NArD2O( i ,D2Obi
MD2O
. ~21!
Using these expressions for the average scattering-length
densities, Eqs. ~20! and ~21!, we obtain
A5S (i ,L bi
b¯W~12b˜r!
D 1
dL
2S b˜r(i ,H bi
b¯W~12b˜r!
D 1
dH
~22!
5
a
dL
1
b
dH
. ~23!
With rD2O51100 kg m
23
, NA56.02431023 mol21, and
MD2O50.020 kg mol
21 together with the values for bi given
in Ref. @34# we find
aDMPC-d545
1796.6 Å3
12b˜r
, aDPPC-d625
2048.9 Å3
12b˜r
,
b52b˜r
31.17 Å3
12b˜r
, ~24!
where it is understood that the lipid-acyl chains are fully
deuterated.
By a similar procedure, volumetric properties such as mo-
lecular lipid volume and total volume per molecule can be
derived to first order. One quantity of particularly interest is
the number of water molecules per lipid molecule, which to
first order is given by
nW5
NArD2O
MD2O
dWA
2 . ~25!
Neglecting higher order correlations in the derivation of A
and the volumetric quantities corresponds in reality to as-
suming that these quantities do not fluctuate. It is, however,
possible to derive Gaussian fluctuations in A and the volu-
metric quantities to first order in sL , sH, and sW , again by
neglecting higher order correlations. As an example, we get,
from Eq. ~23!, to first order
sA5AS asLdL2 D
2
1S bsHdH2 D
2
. ~26!
The isothermal lateral area compressibility kA is defined by
the fluctuation-dissipation relation
kA5
1
kBT
^A2&T2^A&T
2
^A&T
, ~27!
where ^ &T denotes the true thermal average. For comparison
we define
k˜A5
1
kBT
sA
2
A ~28!
and use this quantity as an estimate for the lateral area com-
pressibility. We do not contend that this kind of estimate,
derived from Gaussian thickness fluctuations, provides an
adequate way of measuring the lateral area compressibility,
but a comparison between k˜A and experimentally obtained
values of kA is useful, since it gives us an opportunity to
evaluate to which extent the Gaussian fluctuations derived
from our model represent the thermal fluctuations in the sys-
tem.
It should be emphasized that in the above model, we as-
sume that the head group region and the water region are
clearly separable. Obviously this is an oversimplification
relative to the real system, since we are then neglecting the
fact that the hydration of the head group will tend to smooth
out the boundary between the two regions. When we present
the results for the geometric parameters obtained, we shall
therefore refer to the total hydrophilic layer thickness,
dA52dH1dW ~cf. Fig. 1!. It becomes more subtle when we
turn to the molecular cross-sectional area. It is probably a
good approximation to assume that the region, specified by
dW , has the same density as the bulk water @cf. Eq. ~21!#.
The main problem is that the head group region has a larger
scattering length density than indicated, since it also contains
an unknown amount of water molecules. This implies that
the numerical value of b is systematically underestimated.
However, since the experiments have been designed so that
b˜r is small (b¯L.b¯W.b¯H), b will in any case be very small
compared to a . Thus, the effect on the estimate for A of
neglecting the hydration of the head groups is expected to be
small.
The above considerations suggest that if we compare our
definitions with the formalism developed by Nagle and
Wiener @39#, the value nW , as defined above, corresponds to
nW2nW8 in their definition. They define nW as the total num-
ber of water molecules per lipid molecule between the bilay-
ers, whereas nW8 is defined as the number of water molecules
per lipid between head groups in the same monolayer.
Another issue that deserves some discussion is how well
we can expect the model to describe the system in the Pb8
phase, where the ripples are known to give rise to additional
scattering peaks as first described by Tardieu, Luzatti, and
Reman @40#. First of all one observes a ~0,1! peak character-
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izing the ripple repeat distance, but also higher order peaks,
such as ~0,2!, ~1,1!, and ~2,1!, which will appear as ‘‘shoul-
ders’’ on the main Bragg peaks. The intensity of these addi-
tional peaks is quite pronounced when the water content is
low @41–43#. In nonoriented multilamellar systems under ex-
cess water conditions, the peaks become less pronounced,
but the ~0,1! and the (n ,1! peaks can still be detected if the
resolution is good enough @44–46#. We shall return to this
point in Sec. V.
IV. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
DMPC and DPPC with perdeuterated fatty acid chains
~DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62) were obtained from Avanti Po-
lar Lipids Inc. ~Birmingham, AL!. The materials were used
without further purification.
The samples were prepared by dissolving 110 mg lipid in
CHCl 3 . The solvent was subsequently evaporated under dry
nitrogen atmosphere and further dried under vacuum in order
to remove traces of the solvent. Multilamellar bilayers were
formed by hydrating the dry lipid in 0.5 ml D2O buffer @50
mM Hepes ;pD 7.2, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM NaN3 , and 60
mM ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid ~EDTA!# at
T5Tm110 °C. Two samples were prepared independently
for each of the two lipids. It is important in order to observe
the equilibrium swelling behavior in the transition region
that the lipid dispersion contains sufficient water ~excess wa-
ter! to provide full hydration. In the present case we have
used samples with approximately 85 wt. % water. The
samples were temperature cycled through Tm and vortex
mixed numerous times throughout a 2-hour hydration period.
The equilibrium phase behavior of the samples was checked
by differential-scanning calorimetry ~Microcal MC-2!.
The samples were mounted in a sealed quartz container
~Suprasil from Hellma, Germany! with 2-mm flight path.
The SANS scattering experiments were performed using the
Riso-SANS facility. To obtain the neutron spectra of pure
water, used for calibration, a 1-mm-thick quartz container
was used. The samples were investigated under three differ-
ent experimental conditions. 2.8-Å neutrons were used with
sample-to-detector distances of 1 and 3 m, corresponding to
scattering vectors in the high-q range 0.07–0.58 Å21 and
the intermediate-q range 0.02–0.2 Å21, respectively. 9-Å
neutrons were used with a sample-to-detector distance of 3 m
in order to cover the low-q range 0.007–0.06 Å21. The
neutron wavelength resolution was Dl/l50.18, and the
neutron beam collimation was determined by the pinhole
sizes of 16- and 7-mm diameter at source and sample posi-
tion, respectively. The scattering data were corrected for
background arising from the quartz container with D2O and
from other sources, as measured with the neutron beam
blocked by plastic-containing boron at the sample position.
The incoherent scattering from H2O was used to take the
FIG. 2. Experimentally obtained scattering
functions (s) ~smeared data! and fits for DMPC-
d54 at T515 °C and T528.5 °C. ~a! Type-II fits
~low-q spectra!. The inserts are magnifications of
parts of the spectra. ~b!, ~c! Type-I fits to the
intermediate-q and high-q spectra, respectively.
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deviation from a uniform detector response into account. The
scattering patterns were all azimuthally isotropic. The data
were therefore circularly averaged into one-dimensional in-
tensity functions I(q), only dependent on the absolute value
of the wave vector q .
A series of experiments was performed at all three set-
tings in the temperature ranges T512232 °C for DMPC-
d54 and T531249°C for DPPC-d62 . In all cases the
samples were heated stepwise allowing for an equilibration
time of 30 min at each temperature step.
V. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section we will describe how the model and the
paracrystalline theory put forward in Sec. III are used for
analyzing the experimental scattering data. Details of some
of the results obtained by the analysis are given in Sec. VI.
Representative examples of the scattering data for the dif-
ferent q ranges are shown in Fig. 2 in the case of DMPC-
d54 at T515 °C and 28.5°, corresponding to the Pb8 phase
and the La phase, respectively ~as confirmed by differential-
scanning calorimetry!. The fact that the structural states of
the lipid bilayer and the multilamellar array are quite differ-
ent in the two phases clearly manifests itself in the form of
the scattering function. Three orders of Bragg reflections,
~1,0!, ~2,0!, and ~3,0!, can be discerned. The higher the order
of the reflection, the broader it is. This observation also holds
true when instrumental smearing is taken into account and it
indicates that the lamellar stack displays disorder of the sec-
ond kind @3#. At T515 °C the ~0,1! reflection of the ripples
appears as a very broad peak between q.0.04 and 0.06
Å21 @cf. the inset of Fig. 2~a!#. Although weak in amplitude,
this peak is clearly visible for all temperatures below Tm .
The position of the peaks is in good agreement with the
observations of Matuoka et al. @44#. No higher order peaks
characterizing the ripples can be detected. It should be noted
that I(q) in Fig. 2 is displayed in arbitrary units. The analy-
sis of the data, described below, was performed using a non-
linear least-squares fitting routine. The smearing induced by
the different instrumental procedures is taken into account in
the data analysis as described elsewhere @47#.
We performed fits of the theoretical expression, Eq. ~18!,
simultaneously to both the intermediate-q spectrum and the
high-q spectrum. In order to perform such a fit, one needs 11
free parameters, i.e., b˜r , N , dL , dH , dW , sL , sH , sW , and
G , together with a scale factor that accounts for the relative
intensity difference between the two spectra as well as the
incoherent background I inc arising from the sample.
Preliminary analysis also showed that I inc couples
strongly to the other parameters, thus making the fits un-
stable. Therefore, it was decided to estimate I inc beforehand.
Assuming that the tails of the high-q spectrum can be ad-
equately described by the asymptotic form, Eq. ~19!, I inc can
be determined as the slope of a plot of I(q)q4 versus q4 @35#
as shown in Fig. 3.
The preliminary analysis showed that sH is very small. In
fact, a precise fit to sH is not possible within the resolution
of the present type of experiment. Consequently, sH was
fixed to be zero. It should be noted that in this limit, some
oscillations are introduced in Eq. ~17!. Nevertheless, these
oscillations do not affect the conclusions regarding I inc .
Furthermore, it was assumed initially that the number of
correlated layers, N , is large enough in order for the contri-
bution from iC(q) in Eq. ~16! to be negligible, i.e.,
iB(q)@(1/N)iC(q) in the relevant q range. The number of
free parameters is thus reduced to 8, and good fits ~denoted
type I! were obtained in all cases.
In order to estimate N , the number of layers, the low-q
spectra were fitted to the full expression, Eq. ~16!, under the
constraint that all structural parameters were fixed to the val-
ues obtained from the type-I fit. Thus only two free param-
eters were needed, i.e., N and a scale factor. However, one
problem arises from this procedure. The factor FD
N in iC(q)
introduces short-wavelength oscillations in the low-q region.
These oscillations are not observed experimentally, since
they stem from the fact that all multilamellar stacks are as-
sumed to have the same size within the theory. If it is as-
sumed that the stack size follows a Gaussian distribution, it
is straightforward to show that unless the distribution is very
sharp ~which is not expected to be the case here!, the oscil-
lations will be damped out exponentially when the average
over the distribution is performed. Thus it was decided to put
FD
N to zero from the start. Within this approach equally good
fits ~denoted type II! were obtained with a mean value of
N as a result.
Subsequently, type I fits were performed with the value
determined for N . Since inclusion of the finite stack size
changed the structural parameters up to about 10% in some
cases, alternating fits between type-I and type-II fits were
performed until consistency was reached.
Examples of the resulting fits to the experimental data are
shown in Fig. 2. Some of the structural parameters that arise
from these fits and the theoretical expressions in Sec. III are
displayed in Table I.
As quoted in Sec. III, the scattering peaks due to the
ripples are not taken into account in the analysis of the scat-
tering data in the Pb8 phase. The presence of the broad low-
amplitude ~0,1! peaks in the low-q spectra is not expected to
FIG. 3. Plot of I(q)q4 vs q4, from which the incoherent back-
ground scattering I inc can be determined as the asymptotic slope.
h: DMPC-d54 at T515 °C; I inc50.086160.0007 ~fit to the 12 data
points at highest q). s: DMPC-d54 at T528.5 °C;
I inc50.102660.0010 ~fit to the 14 data points at highest q). The
instrumental smearing was taken into account in the linear fits.
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affect the type-II fits significantly. As for the higher-order
reflections, they are not directly visible from the spectra due
to the limited resolution, but they will still contribute to the
scattering, thus affecting the type-I fits. At first, this means
that an nth order Bragg peak (n ,0! is artificially broadened
and shifted up in q value, since it will also contain the
(n ,1! peak.
From Ref. @44# we expect this effect to be negligible for
the ~1,0! peak, since the intensity of the ~1,1! peak relative to
that of the ~1,0! peak is very small, whereas the effect is
stronger, regarding the ~2,0! peak. Here the two peaks seem
to be comparable in size.
The overall effect of this can be revealed by a close in-
spection of the fits in Fig. 2. One sees that the fit to the ~2,0!
peak is shifted down in q value with respect to the experi-
mental data in the Pb8 phase, whereas this is not the case in
the La phase. The fits to the ~1,0! peaks are equally good in
both cases. Thus the presence of the ripples does not affect
the position of the Bragg peaks, but the artificial broadening
of the peaks will mean, all other things being equal, that the
fluctuations in the system are somewhat overestimated and
the quality of the fit is lowered.
Table I shows that the estimate for sL is larger in the
Pb8 phase than in the La phase for DMPC-d54 . This is
clearly contrary to our expectation, since the acyl chains are
expected to be more stiff in the Pb8 phase than in the La
phase as also measured micromechanically on giant bilayer
vesicles @48#. In light of the above considerations this im-
plies that the main effect of neglecting the ripples in the data
analysis is that sL becomes overestimated in the Pb8 phase.
This seems reasonable, since in terms of our simple one-
dimensional model, the ripples could be perceived as excess
fluctuations in the bilayer thickness. As expected, the quality
of the fits ~judged by the x2 values! was systematically better
in the La phase than in the Pb8 phase.
In conclusion, because of the presence of the ripples in
the Pb8 phase, one should not insist on any too specific
physical interpretation of sL and values derived from sL
~i.e., sA in Table I! below Tm .
VI. RESULTS FOR d , dL , dA , A , AND sA
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show a selection of data obtained
from the SANS data for both DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 in
the full temperature range investigated. These figures contain
information on both the behavior in the transition region as
well as inside the solid and fluid phases. All data sets clearly
expose the respective transition point.
The data for the lamellar repeat distance d(T) in Fig. 4~a!
show that whereas d only varies little with temperature be-
low Tm there is a rapid decrease above Tm . This behavior is
most pronounced for DMPC-d54 , which develops a peak in
the repeat distance at Tm . The data in Fig. 4~c! demonstrate
that the hydrophilic layer thickness dA is the main source for
TABLE I. Data for DMPC-d54 including statistical errors, as
obtained from the scattering functions shown in Fig. 2.
T515 °C T528.5 °C
dH ~Å! 7.260.4 6.460.2
dL ~Å! 32.160.4 27.960.2
dW ~Å! 17.060.6 21.160.4
sH ~Å! 0 ~fixed! 0 ~fixed!
sL ~Å! 4.260.2 3.560.1
sW ~Å! 5.760.2 6.260.1
A ~Å2) 47.060.9 55.860.6
sA ~Å2) 6.160.4 6.960.3
nW 13.260.5 19.660.4
N 18.761.2 32.061.1
FIG. 4. Lamellar repeat distance d ~a!, hydrophobic lipid bilayer
thickness dL ~b!, and hydrophilic layer thickness dA5dW12dH ~c!,
as functions of reduced temperature, T2Tm , for multilamellar bi-
layers of DMPC-d54 (s) and DPPC-d62 (h). Tm is the main phase
transition temperature. In ~b! results are shown as obtained from
both SANS measurements ~open symbols! and deuterium-NMR
measurements ~solid symbols! in the fluid phase @13#.
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this anomaly. Even in the case of DPPC-d62 dA displays a
peak, which, however, cannot establish its effect in d be-
cause the corresponding variation in the hydrophobic thick-
ness dL is very strong for DPPC-d62 as seen in Fig. 4~b!. For
both DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 , dL varies monotonously
through the transition region. At Tm there is an effective
jump corresponding to DdL.2 Å for DMPC-d54 and 4 Å
for DPPC-d62 .
In Fig. 5 are shown the results for the molecular cross-
sectional area A and the corresponding standard deviation
sA . The area varies strongly in the transition region corre-
sponding to a discontinuity of DA.5 Å2 for both DMPC-
d54 and DPPC-d62 . The value of A is systematically about
2–3 Å2 smaller for DMPC-d54 than DPPC-d62 for all tem-
peratures studied. sA is larger for DPPC-d62 below the tran-
sition whereas the opposite is the case above the transition,
but as pointed out in Sec. V, the physical interpretation of the
results for sA in the Pb8 phase is obscured by the presence
of the ripples.
VII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL
DATA
We shall here make a partial comparison of some of the
results presented in this paper with selected experimental
data obtained by other techniques. This comparison is made
in order to illustrate the potential of the present approach. A
more complete comparison with other relevant experimental
data will be published elsewhere @32#.
The results for the repeat distance d in Fig. 4~a! compares
favorably with previously published data from small-angle
x-ray @31, 42, 49#, as well SANS measurements @15# taking
into account the well-known fact that different sample prepa-
rations lead to slightly different results. In particular the
height of the swelling peak at the transition point of DMPC-
d54 is very sensitive to sample preparation and equilibration
procedures @46#.
It was originally proposed by Seelig and collaborators
@50# that the hydrophobic bilayer thickness dL could be ob-
tained indirectly from solid-state deuterium-NMR spectros-
copy provided that the conformational and rotational motions
of the acyl chains are of axial symmetry around the bilayer
normal. This is the case in the fluid phase, and it was pro-
posed that there exists a simple approximate linear relation-
ship between the average segmental C-D NMR order param-
eter, SC-D , and dL , i.e.,
dL5aSC-D1b , ~29!
where a and b are geometric constants. Since SC-D is easy to
measure accurately by standard deuterium nuclear quadrupo-
lar resonance spectroscopy, the hydrophobic bilayer thick-
nesses can readily be estimated under varying circumstances
without performing scattering experiments @52#. The rela-
tionship is, however, an approximation and it may not al-
ways be reliable as pointed out by Nagle @53#. We can use
the present data set in Fig. 4~b! to examine the validity of the
relationship for DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 . To this end we
use the NMR results obtained by Morrow, Whitehead, and
Lu @13#. Since we have included the acyl-oxy group in the
definition of dL used in the present paper, whereas in the
NMR measurements this part is not included, we have added
233 Å to the NMR results, corresponding to 3 Å per acyl-
oxy group. This comparison shown in Fig. 4~b! indicates that
the two different types of measurements agree reasonably
well within 0.521 Å for both DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 .
Therefore the approximation in Eq. ~29! can conveniently be
used for hydrophobic thickness determination of fluid bilay-
ers in the present case. The same type of comparison cannot
be made in the solid Pb8 phase since in this phase the lipid-
acyl chains are not oriented normal to the bilayer plane that
is required for Eq. ~29! to hold.
The molecular cross-sectional areas in Fig. 5~a! are not
readily measurable directly by other methods. The conven-
tional way to obtain A proceeds via a method proposed by
Luzatti and co-workers @40#, which involves weighing out
known amounts of water and lipid and requires information
about the molar specific volume of the lipid. Similarly,
knowledge of lipid chain volumes, VL , can obviously, to-
gether with NMR measurements and Eq. ~29!, be used to
determine A @51#. Nagle @53# has recently, in an attempt to
resolve the considerable scatter in the values reported for A
from NMR data, estimated A for DPPC-d62 to be
A56262 Å2 at 50 °C. Considering the scatter mentioned
above, this is quite close to the value that can be read off
from the SANS data in Fig. 5~a!, A.59 Å2 at 49 °C, which
does not require any prior knowledge of any partial volumes
FIG. 5. Molecular cross-sectional area A ~a! and corresponding
standard deviation sA ~b! cf. Eq. ~25!, as functions of reduced tem-
perature, T2Tm , for multilamellar bilayers of DMPC-d54 (s) and
DPPC-d62 (h). Tm is the main phase transition temperature.
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of the system. From the value of A , Nagle furthermore gives
an estimate for the number of water molecules per lipid mol-
ecule, situated between the bilayers, nW2n W8 5 23, cf. Sec.
III, at 50 °C. This compares very well with our estimate of
nW. 22 for DPPC-d62 at 49 °C ~data not shown!.
The relative changes in A with temperature can be mea-
sured directly by micropipette aspiration techniques applied
to giant bilayer vesicles @48, 54#. The data for DMPC in Ref.
@54# suggest that the relative change in area at the transition
is DA/A0.0.2 (A0 is the area in the middle of the transition
region!, whereas our data for DMPC-d254 imply that
DA/A0.0.1, i.e., a much smaller discontinuity. One should
be careful with direct comparisons between data obtained for
multilamellar systems and data obtained for giant bilayer
vesicles. In the present case, it seems reasonable to compare
the data obtained in the La phase. However, the amplitude
and periodicity of the ripples in the Pb8 phase will probably
be quite different, depending on, e.g., local forces between
bilayers for the multilamellar system and lateral stress for the
giant bilayer vesicles. This makes it more subtle to compare
cross-sectional areas in the Pb8 phase.
Reference @54# gives results for the thermal area expan-
sivity of DMPC, CT5(1/A)(]A/]T). By fitting A in Fig.
5~a! to smooth curves, separately below and above Tm , we
can also obtain estimates for CT for DMPC-d54 . The two
sets of data are displayed in Table II. As expected from the
considerations above, the agreement is good in the La phase,
whereas the values obtained in the Pb8 phase are quite dif-
ferent.
Table II also displays our estimates for the isothermal
area compressibility, i.e., k˜A as calculated from Eq. ~27!,
together with the values given in Ref. @54#, where the com-
pressibility modulus ~1/kA) was determined from micropi-
pette aspiration techniques by detecting the linear response
in relative area change, DA/A0 , to the lateral pressure ap-
plied. In the La phase, kA from Ref. @54# is approximately
3.5 times larger than our estimate, k˜A . Taking into account
that the systems are different, this implies that the Gaussian
fluctuations, derived from our model, which are reflected in
k˜A , represent the thermal fluctuations in the system to a
reasonable extent in the La phase. The comparison is less
favorable in the Pb8 phase, where the numbers differ by an
order of magnitude. However, this was to be expected, since
as discussed in Sec. V, the Gaussian fluctuations, derived
from our model, in the Pb8 phase represent to a higher extent
geometric fluctuations ~i.e., the ripples! than real thermal
fluctuations in the system.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have in this paper discussed small-angle neutron scat-
tering from nonoriented, fully hydrated multilamellar lipid
bilayers for temperatures near their main phase transition.
We have argued that the scattering data are analyzed most
adequately within paracrystalline theory in which the form
and structure factors of the scattering intensity function re-
main coupled in the averaging procedure. By invoking a
simple one-dimensional strip model of the lamellar stack, cf.
Fig. 1, where each of the layers is assumed to exhibit Gauss-
ian fluctuations, we have obtained structural and thermome-
chanic data from the system from a single type of experi-
ment. The analysis not only leads to information on the
lamellar repeat distance but also provides the thickness of the
aqueous layers as well as the hydrophobic bilayer thickness.
In addition, results for the molecular cross-sectional area as
well as volumetric properties can be obtained. The results for
the different quantities compare favorably with results ob-
tained previously using other techniques, such as deuterium-
NMR and micromechanics. Simple Gaussian fluctuations,
derived for the structural data, lead to estimates for the re-
sponse functions, e.g., the lateral area compressibility, which
are comparable with experimentally obtained values, ob-
tained in the La phase. The data for the repeat distance d and
the hydrophilic aqueous layer thickness, dA , in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~c! demonstrate that the DMPC-d54 bilayers swell
anomalously near the main phase transition @15# and exhibit
a pronounced peak at the transition temperature. For both
DMPC-d54 and DPPC-d62 the repeat distance increases very
strongly in the fluid phase as the temperature is lowered to-
wards the respective Tm . It is possible to analyze this behav-
ior in terms of an apparent power-law singularity,
d(T)2d0;(T2T*)2c with c51, where T* is the tempera-
ture of the apparent singularity ~the pseudo-spinodal tem-
perature! @29#, and d0 is the repeat distance in the fluid phase
far from the phase transition. A similar effect has been ob-
served earlier by Kirchner and Cevc @55#. The singularity
corresponds to a critical unbinding transition @27, 28#, which
the system, however, never makes before the first-order
chain-melting phase transition intervenes.
The anomalous swelling behavior observed can be inter-
preted in terms of a bilayer softening at the phase transition.
The softening caused by the strong lateral density fluctua-
tions leads to a thermal renormalization of the bilayer bend-
ing rigidity @15# and therefore stronger entropic undulation
forces @27, 28#, which in turn increase the bilayer separation.
The reduction in bending rigidity in the transition region of
fluid DMPC and DPPC bilayers has recently been observed
directly by means of flicker-noise analysis @26#. It is note-
worthy that the anomalous swelling is most pronounced for
DMPC-d54 , which is consistent with the short-chain lipid
being closer to a critical point @13, 14#. The general effect of
undulation forces and repulsive interbilayer osmotic pressure
as a means of controlling the swelling properties of multila-
TABLE II. Thermal area expansivity CT and estimate for the lateral area compressibility k˜A for DMPC-
d54 , together with CT and kA for DMPC from Ref. @54#.
phase (T2Tm) (°C) CT (°C21) CT ~Ref. @54#! k˜A ~cm/dyn! kA ~Ref. @54#!
Pb8 28 0.0032 0.0058 0.0019 0.016
La 5 0.0067 0.0068 0.0020 0.0069
La 11 0.0043 0.0042 0.0021
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mellar lipid systems has been observed in a number of other
systems @5, 6, 56#.
Our approach of analyzing the scattering data from mul-
tilamellar systems is conceptually different from both that of
Nallet, Laversanne, and Roux @57# and Zhang, Suter, and
Nagle @30# who decouple the form and structure factors.
These authors describe the form factor by a model with some
degree of internal structure, and for the structure factor they
use a Hamiltonian approach based on the Caille´ theory, cf.
Eq. ~4!, for the scattering from a set of loosely coupled smec-
tic layers @19#. Thus, whereas these authors have focused
mainly on obtaining an accurate description of the structure
factor, i.e., the fluctuations in the periodicity of the bilayers,
our modeling aims more at obtaining an accurate knowledge
of the structure of the individual bilayers, usually contained
in the form factor.
Recently, Zhang et al. @31# have questioned the interpre-
tation of the anomalous swelling behavior in terms of renor-
malization of bending rigidity as the transition is approached.
As we already pointed out above, a pronounced lowering of
the bending rigidity near the transition is an effect that has
indeed been experimentally observed directly by Fernandez-
Puente et al. @26# using flicker-noise analysis. Still, Zhang
et al. @31# claim that their finding, from a shape analysis of
the x-ray scattering from nonoriented multilamellar DMPC
bilayers in terms of the Caille´ theory, of a temperature-
independent Caille´ coefficient ~which contains the bending
modulus! invalidates our interpretation of the SANS data.
However, the rough estimate made by Zhang et al. for the
reduction in the bending rigidity necessary to induce the ob-
served swelling effect close to the transition is in good agree-
ment with the experimental results reported by Fernandez-
Puente et al. From a thorough reading of the Zhang et al.
paper it appears that these authors refer to ‘‘anomalous
swelling’’ as the rapid variation of the repeat distance above
the transition, whereas we proposed ‘‘anomalous swelling’’
to describe the peak behavior in the repeat distance at the
transition @15#. Interestingly, the data for the repeat distance
in the work by Zhang et al. display a small peak maximum
near the transition, but this feature was not commented upon.
A distinct peak behavior has been reported in other small-
angle x-ray studies on DMPC multilamellar bilayers @45,
46#. It is clear from the data from the present work presented
in Fig. 4 that both the hydrophobic bilayer thickness as well
as the hydrophilic thickness ~including the water layer!
change rather strongly in the transition region. Moreover, as
seen from Fig. 4~b!, the present results for the hydrophobic
thickness are consistent with the NMR data in the fluid
phase.
The resolution of the x-ray data published by Zhang et al.
@31# for DMPC is much better than what we can obtain from
SANS measurements. As argued in Sec. II of the present
paper we do not find it justified to interpret our scattering
data in terms of a simple harmonic theory ~the Caille´ theory!
as was done by Zhang et al. The harmonic theory is expected
to break down when strong fluctuations prevail, which is
precisely the case close to the phase transition. A main find-
ing of the present SANS work is that the bilayer is close to a
critical unbinding transition. This statement is independent
of our actual model since it only uses the data for the repeat
distance, which can be obtained to a very good approxima-
tion from the positions of the lowest-order Bragg peak @15#.
We are therefore far from the regime controlled by Gaussian
modes where the simple harmonic theory applies.
The results of the analysis performed by Zhang et al. @31#
based on the Caille´ theory in fact indicates a breakdown of
the harmonic theory near the transition since the values
found for the Caille´ parameter hn , for the first- and second-
order peaks are h150.19 and h250.41 with a ratio of about
0.5, which is far from the value 0.25 predicted by the har-
monic theory @cf. Eq. ~6!#. Hence we contend that the inter-
pretation of the detailed line-shape analysis performed by
Zhang et al. does not hold in the temperature region that we
are concerned with in the present paper.
In closing, it should be emphasized that the approach pre-
sented in the present paper to analyze data from SANS mea-
surements on fully hydrated multilamellar phospholipid bi-
layers represents one of the first quantitative attempts to gain
insight into the coupled fluctuation effects that prevail in
fully hydrated multilamellar phospholipid bilayers close to
the main phase transition. The approach can readily be ex-
tended to study the effects of small amounts of solutes, e.g.,
cholesterol, incorporated into the bilayer.
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